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1~ Introduction 

The interest in the theoretical aspects of the structural 

phase transitions does not decrease although our knowledge 

in this field has grown recently 1 ~ Being a significant 

branch of the etatisti.cal physics. the exactly soluble models 
. 2 

(see a. g. Ref~ ) has become an important tool in etudiea of 

. the properties of phas8 traneifions. Some time ago, Schneider 
. . 3 

et al-~ proposed an exactly sdluble model of structural phase 

transition With an anharmonic interaction of infinite range : 

H • L. K + fr <~>~ .. 1 (Q..._ - Q,t., t 21'1 "' L 1 ( 1. 1) 

1>. L.Q: + :N~Q:r 2 
I. 

The exact solution for all temperatures and the detailed 

discussion of the thermodynamical properties of the modal 

(1~1) both in the ~lassical and quantum limits, have been 

given by Plakida and Tonchev 4 •5 within the approximating 

Hamiltonian •ethod~ Some modifications of this modal have 

also bean discussed by 

Sarbach and Schneider 

various authors 
10 showed that 

function of the whole class Of models 

I 

6-9 

the classical partition 



where N denotes the number of sites in d-dimensional lattice 

( J,... a. L.
41 

•.• Lt.!)) and V(x) is the well-defined potential 

(see below): 

V(x):z:_Vo 
1 

I 
V(x))O (x>x.), 

(1. 2a) 

may be found in the thermodynamical limit N -JI>.O • Very 

recently, van Hemmen and zagrebnov 11 
also discussed some 

properties of model (1.2). It was shown 3- 11 that the phase 

transition in the model (1.1) and also in the more general 

case, Eq.(1.2), is associated with the presence of the so-cal

led soft-mode which is of the acoustic type in the ordered 

phase (T< Tc). It resembles a Goldstone-mode behaviour, which 

in order, is associated with the continuous symmetry breaking. 

In the previous paper 12 , it has been shown that there is no 

any continuous symmetry in the model (1.1) and the phase 

transition corresponds to the broken discrete symmetry. 

It was also found that at T = 0, the branch of excitations 

reveals a singular behaviour at the centre of the Brillouine 

zone 

2. k (~'\-- f'Y) +o v:>(\. 
~ '} 

(1.3a) 

~ ~ wo = 
1-1 (1.3b) 

l. 
instead of an expected acoustic-ty~e spectrum 

1 
<.Uo • 0 . 
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There are two following problems associated with the 

properties of model (1.2). Firstly, why, the singular .. 
behaviour of the soft mode,~0 (T). jat least at T • 0 1 

has not been found in the earlier treatments. /It, is easy 

to show that _the result (1. 3) is proper for the model (1. 2) 

- see Sec.3 /. The second problem is more interesting. It is 

generally believed that in any reasonable model of phase 

transition, ~he critical indices are classical for d) d0 

/d~- critical dimension/. Unambigiously the value of critical 

dimension for model (1.2) 

3-11 
previous results , the 

is d .. 4 , but according to 
C I 

critical index ~ (T <. T 
0

) is not 

defined for any d ) 2, instead of to be equal to one 1 

( ~- ~· .;. 1 for d ) 4. 

Therefore, we have decided 

the susceptibility function ?C 
to study 

,..., -~ 
(~ '~o -

the behaviour of 

see below ) for the 

whole class of exactly soluble models (1. 2). The aim of this 

paper is to give definite answer on the ~uestion what is the 

proper behaviour of the soft mode as a function of te•peraturs. 

All our considerations are given in the classical limit 

ford .2: 3 ( d • 3,4,5 ••• ), where the discussed model eeeme 

to belong to the class of universality of spherical model. 

The paper is organized as follows: 

In Sec. II the meaning of the gapless mode within the modele 

(1. 2) will be ·explai~ed,: the behaviour o·f the susceptibility 

function at T • 0 and T > 0 is studied in Sec. III and 

Sec.IV, respectively; the connection with the spherical 

model is diecussed in Sec.v ·and conclusions are given in the 

laet Sec. VI. 
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II. The soft-mode in the exactly soluble models of phase 

transition 

In this Section we show how the free energy for the 

models (1.2) may be found in the limit of large N. In fact. 
the exact solution of the model (1.2) was given earlier 10- 11 

but as we want the paper to be self-contained, we shall do 

this once more but in another. a simpler way. It is found 
that a common feature for finite systems is the excitation 
whose frequency decreases with temperature and becomes of 
an order of N-1 below some TN • This phenomenon is interpreted 
as a signal of phase transition with a gapless mode in the 

ordered phase in the infinite system. /In Sec. IV it will be 
shown to what extent this interpretation is right/. 

The partition function ~ for the model (1.2) facto
rizes /Within a classical approximation/ 

(2.1) 

Where the configurational part ~Q may be found as follows: 

~Q ~ ) ~ciQ~Q.xr[- f>LL(ta!.J)J ~ 

- H tr,\{)•(., @;<,- QL,f 
e. (2. 2) 

Q 
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A usual representation for a ~ - function 

allows one to find ~Q. by using ;twice; a saddle point-type 

method /see also Ref ; 10 ;. 

As it is a rather widely used, standard method 1 see, e.g. 

Ref. 2;, let us only give a final formula for the free energy 

function 

where the first term in formula (2.3) is a free energy of a 

system of harmonic oscillators with effective frequencies 

- (2.4) 

!r-
and ~ 1a defined by a self-consistency equation following 

from the condition on· the saddle point 

(2. 5) 

By definition 

(2.6a) 

V\-r) >O, (~~">r.20). 
(2.6b)" 
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The necessary condition on V(r), for the phase transition 

in the model (1.2) is 

v\~o) -0 lro > 0 
(2.6c) 

/we also want v(r) to be at least two times differentiable 

function of r - see below/. 

In fact, we find from (2.5) that when conditions (2.6) are 

fulfilled, then for d L 3 and for large Ni V(r *"} behaves 

as follows: 

and 

t 
"N 

for 

•::e shall shortly comment on the above result but prior to 

that let us make a widely-used approximation which simplifies 

our further calculations 

(2.8a) 

• 
This approximation of an isotropic spectrum end a spherical 

Brillouine zone does not influence the qualitative character 

of our results, i.e. it does not influence the character of 

temperature dependence of susceptibility function or the 

6 



value of the critical indices changing the values of the 

coefficients and the constants, e.g., Tc. The behaviour of 

tJ~(-.2.V 1(._or*)), Eq.(2.4), given by the formula (2.7) ie 

interpreted as a signal of the phase transition in the 

infinitely large system jsee Ref. 8 -
11;. It may be verified 

by taking a thermodynamical limit N -> .o in Eq. (2. 5) 

where ·fsee also Eq. (2.8)/ 

t = 

d.-1 

- ~ K clx 
o.d+ X 1 

lc.T 

"'l: d. 

' Z Vtr) 
---.: 
"'l-" 

(2.9) 

(2.9a) 

(2.10) 

It is found that Eq. (2.9) is reasonable ( d ~ 3 ) forT> Tc 

.,-(._t.) (d.) 
= tc. 'a (0) = '~'o (2.11) 

and 

2. 
I 

( t- t~ /" Wa - 2.Y ~..-} 
"' M (2.12) 

where 

for d= 3 (2.12a) 

and 

( - 1 for d .. 5,6, ••• (2.12b) 

there is no any solution of Eq.(2.9), but it may 
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be shown that in this range the gap in the spectrum vanishes: 

This is made by adding a term of 

interaction with an external field to the Hamiltonian and 

taking a thermodynamical limit prior to the limit of a 

vanishing external field /see Ref. 9 
end Sec.IV/. The tempera

ture-dependence of the soft-mode (2.4) 

t > t<-
(2.13) 

allows one to ask if formula {2.13) describes a Goldstone-type 

excitation associated with a spontaneously broken continuous 

symmetry. The answer ;negative /tO this question and the 

consequences following from it will be discussed in the 

next Sections. 

III. The excitation spectrum at T = 0 

In this Section we shall study the properties of the 

spectrum of small oscillations around the minima of the 
. 12 potential energy of the model (1.2) ;see also Ref. /. In the 

absence of the harmonic interaction term, the system has a 

spherical symmetry 1 N-dimansional space - see below/, and 

small oscillations around any point of the hypersphere 

"' -X • X • <ro 
(3.1a) -where X is N-component column vector 

N it; (to.~) I( "' 
(3.1b) 
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are characterized by N-1 times degenerated zero-frequency 

mode and excitation of perpendicular to the surface of the 

hypersphere with the frequency Q 0 

= 
l u 

V ('ro)4.-o 
H 

For the model (1.1), V(:r) = 

Ql.= 
0 

ZA 
11 

12 
/c.f.Ref. I . 

(3. 2) 

The presence of the harmonic interaction term in the Hamil

tonian (1,2) breaks this spherical symmetry. This can be 
A 

seen by expressing the potential energy U in the X repre-

sentation 

u - N(V(x\~) 1 x· 'P ' ] + 2 X 

where 

" ({::\) "+ 
(x o. 1 x..'~-.1 ) , X X 

i 
X "r = (il Qq.. and 

~ is a diagonal N x N matrix with elements lf'0 - 'P.:y 
~·• shall assume that these elements are non-negative (see 

also Eq. (2.8)/: 

(3.3) 

(3.3a) 

(3. 4) 
what means that the phase transition /in the infinitely large 
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system/ takes place without the change of the translational 

symmetry. Then, the potential energy, Eq. (3.3), has a de-

generated minimum 

(3. 5) 

.. .t 
Xo - 'f'o 

(3. 6) 

The spectrum of small oscillations around one of the two 

minima {3.6) is given by the following formula 

(3.7a) 

(3. 7b) 

Let us shortly summarize the above discussion. There is 

a discrete, but not continuous, symmetry spontaneously broken 

by the phase transition in the class of models (1.2); there

fore·, there should not appear any of the Goldstone-ty~e 

excitation. On the other hand, a singular ~-dependence of a 

soft-mode in these models is expected, at least at T ~ 0 

;see formula {3.7) for a finite, mechanical system/. This is 

i'n contradiction with the naive interpretation of the results 

obtained Within the approximating Hamiltonian method or other 

methods 
4 - 11 1 see also Eqs.(2.7) and (2.13) /. 

In the next Section, the proper temperature behaviour of .. 
the soft-mode frequency Q 0 (T·) will be found. 
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IV. The susceptibility function 

'X = 

<Y _, 
The inverse susceptibility ~ 

(4. 1) 

is by definition 

• 
proportional to the square soft-mode frequ

ency Q 0 

. 2. 

• We shall show that Q
0 

does not vaniSh within 
2. 

the whole ordered phase T < Tc , so, c..::> 0 /see Eq. (2.13)/ 

should not be interpreted as a soft-mode frequency /below Tc/ 

although 

(4.2) 

To study the properties of the susceptibility function 

we have to add to the Hamiltonian (1.2) a term of interaction 

with the external, homogeneous field h 

(4.3) 

The free energy is given by the following formula! 

where 

... 

kT 
N 

~ ~ 2 -----, 2-zv(r•) (4.4) 

(4. 5) 

and r is given by a self-consistency condition 

(4. 6) 

II 



f1ost of the interesting properties of the model (1. 2) may be 

·studied by using Eqs.(4.4- 4.6) which are obtained within 

the saddle-point type method with the Hamiltonian (4.3). 

The phase transition takes place in the infinitely large 

systems (N ~ oO ), for d 2:. 3, I see also Sec. II 1. Then, the 

order parameter 

-!> = ~ 6.,_ = JJ.tm [z~l'.-*)] 
.... o 1.-0 ~ 

(4. 7) 

is di_fferent from zero for T < Tc , 1 Eqs. (2.11) and (4.6)1 

The susceptibility?( given by the formula (4.1) is 

In the range T (. T • h ~ 0 c 

and 

(4.8) 

(4. 9) 

( 4. 9a) 

(4.9b) 

where the parameters a 1 , a2 , b1 , b2 are found from the con

.dition (4.6). 

The parameter b1 is obviously equal to one, b1 = 1, so 

(4.10) 
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Let us eeparately consider two cases 

a) T .. 0 

Then, one obtains from Eqs.(4.6) and (4.9) 

b2 - 1, 

Thus, we find the coincidence with the result (3. 7) 

';) [ k J I ( HQ~ )-1 . X = oh. <V6(h) h ~o = 

b/Tc>T>O 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.12a) 

The integral in Eq.(4.6) 1 see Eqs.(2.9)1 is easily calculated 

and one finds b2 to be dependent on the dimension d 

(d • 3) (4.13a) 

(d .. s,6 •.•• ) (4.13b) 

Therefore, the susceptibility is not defined in this region 

for d • 3: 

:x.-1 = 0 
(4.14) 

and it is well-defined for d .2. 5: 

(4.15) 

So. we may conclude that the inverse susceptibility function 

x-1 
tv Q~ for the class of models (1.2) reveals a singular 

behaviour at T • 0 for d • 3 and is a continuous function of 

T for d ~ 5 1 see Fig.,1 /. In the disordered phase 

(4.16) 
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where 

'{ • 2 

f • 1 

d • 3 

( d « 5 

as follows from Eq.(4.6) 

(4.178) 

(4.17b) 

In this case, the susceptibility at the critical dimension, 

d • 4, •ight be also found. After so•e si~ple algebra, one 

finds that the critical indices are ·classical but the 

logarithmic corrections appear. Namely 

a; T ;> T 

1 ~ c ~(T-:~ 
b/ 0 < T < T0 

:x:-1 = ~ (.t.. h.. )-1 = 0 
,..,.0 \T~ -T 

as follows froM Eq.(4.6) and 1 MOdified 1 for•ula (4.9). 

v. The correspondence with the spherical model 

It is believed that the •odels defined by the Ha•iltonian 

(1.2) belong to the class of universality of spherical •odal 

Refs. 3,4,5.10,11 /although· ?(. (T < Tc ) has not bean defined 

there for any d > 2 /. As the finite value of the susceptibility 

function at T • o, ?(.lO) -=(4 Vl,...o) 'T"o ]- 1 18 the co••on 

feature of models (1.2) /classical lirlit, d 2:.3 1 independently 

of the behaviourS( for T "'> 0 /see the Figure/; so. we may ask 

if this phenomenon is observed in the spherical •odal. The 

answer is: "to so•e e~tant- yes•. 
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Temperature dependence of the susceptibility 

function 

J. 3 

cL ~ 5 
spherical model ( d -~ 5) 

Firstly, let us note that by adding to the Hamiltonian 

(1.2) a condition of •sphericity~ 

2 
_1_ L.. Q,.. ~ \.\. 
N !.. 

(5. 1) 

one obtains, in the classical approximation. the usual 

spherical model I for any well-defined V(r), also for V{r) = 
• Ar. A ">0 1- see definition of Z-(\1 (2.2). 

In this case the condition of self-consistency (4.6}, has the 

following fora~ I in the limit N __,. oo I: 

~ t~d.\~) 'U.~ .o, + 
(5. 2) 

where 

d 1 h ...2... • c 
$'l~ 6.._ -!>.._ (5.2a) 

/compare with Eq.(2.9)/ and is the function of h and T. 
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The susCeptibility function is 

. (s. 3) 

In the ordered phase T ( Tc• s c lim sh # 0 and, as 

1~'\o) I ~ oO (_cl:~) 
6-0 

(5.4a) 

\~\o-91 < 00 (cl= 5,G ... ) (5.4b) 

in the range of temperature 0 ( T < T c 

;x. - oO (d • 3 (S.Sa) 

X-< 00 (d :?!:; 5 (s.sb) 

But, one finds that at T • 0 

X. ==0 l~) (5.6) 

Therefore, also in this case, the susceptibility function 

reveala the behaviour characteristic of the claee of aodela 

{1.2). This means that J( (T • 0 ) does not depend on d, 

and ;>C (T) is the discontinuous funcU.on of Tat T • 0 

for d • 3 but t~e continuous one ford .2: 5 (i((T ... o)-T) 

VI. Final remarks 

According to the results of other authore 3- 11 the 

susceptibility function of •adele {1.2) ia not defined in 

the ordered phase. In this paper it ie shown that neither 

a p .. udoharmonic, gapl••• aode (T < T ) 4 • 5• 779 •11 nor ttie 
c 

eueceptibility calculated in Refe. 3 •10 doaa not correspond 



to the properly defined susceptibility function. As the soft 

mode is associated with the response of the systec on 

external perturbation, the square soft-mode frequency 

which is proportional to the inverse susceptibility 

the 

Q"-
0 

?(-,q;. ~"' (Q(L,) > T1 was found. In fact X is not defined 

below Tc, but only for d < d = 4, whereas 
- c 

it is a smooth 

function of temperature f.or 

takes its classical value, 

d ) de and the critical index 
I ¥ :::.. C ==- 1 . In such a ce sa it 

r' 
may be stated that the models (1.2) belong, in the classical 

limit, to the class of universality of the spherical model. 

Let us point out that the singular behaviour of 

susceptibility at T .. 0 for d "" 3 1 and also d • de • 4 I 

as a characteristic feature common for all known models 

belonging to this universality class 1 including spherical 

model 1 ie closely related to the non-ergodicity of the model. 

It turns out that, in contradiction to the reaulte of Ref. 3 , 

the dynamics of model (1.1) and also (1.2) is quite nontrivial 

Namely, the adiabatic susceptibility, 

I.' ... = fVVV"' 
{6.1) 

is a smooth function of temperature also in the ordered phase 

T ( Tc' 

(6. 2) . 

for any d( 2. 3). T~erefore, the adiabatic (6.1) and isother"mic 

(4.9), susceptibilities are different for d ~ 3 I and d = 4 1 

1'7 



what actually means that the system is non-ergodic 13 within 

the ordered phase, 0 < T < Tc• As it simply follows from 
13 Kubo considerations • at T • 0, 

(6. 3) 

in this case, where the potential energy is doubly degenerated 

(3.6). This is the reason of appearing of singularity in 

the plot of susceptibility /'see the Figure/ 

The extended discussion of the dynamics of model (1.2) 

is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Let also shortly comment a new result for the spherical 

modal, which' to our data, has not been previously repor.ted 

I aae also a review paper 1~ /. 

In the spherical ~odal, which ••Y be considered as a li•iting 

case of the •odel (1.2). inatead of the foraula (6.4) 1t 

was found that 

( 6. 5) 

It is ·a eoaewhat surprising reeul t, at the first eight. 

But let us reMeMber that at T • 0, the ayetea is in the 

position of the minimum potential energy and ,C is a •••sura 

of ,the response to the ho•oganeoue external per'turbation. 

In the spherical •odel 

" (x:) X~- 0 
,.,_ 

Xo - "lL (6.6) 
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and there is no any response at T ~ 0, Eqe.{5.1), to the 

external perturbation - hQo . so X- 0 , in agreement with 

Eq. (6.5). 
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